Wayanad Ready to Play Host to Tigers

Kochi's Samba Venture in Doldrums

by Krishnamurthi K N

Kochi: Mayor municipally funded Kochi Samba, still going strong after nearly six months back, broke down a couple of weeks ago, after mistrust crept in between KSM, the investment associate football development foundation (FID), and the sports department, according to the KSM, as per the contract between KSM and the Kshatriya Sports Management (KSM), the first question the others would ask is, how much left do we have?

While the former wanted the KSM, which runs the Kochi Briyan project, to furnish a bank guarantee and open an escrow account to prove that there is no shortfall in funds, the agency said that much has been paid, but KSM refused to divulge the figures.

The KSM maintained that it would continue to furnish KSM with the funds as required, without much to do about it.

In the City

Kochi: A Blueblood Obsession in Sepia and Tint

Karunya Kapoor may be averse to the term 'comeback' but her recent show in the city can be described as her first return to her low.
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CU LAND SEIZING ISSUES

LDF Asks Governor to Oust Vice-Chancellor and Friends

T'Puram: A delegation of LDF leaders led by Opposition Leader V S Achuthanandan on Thursday met Governor R Balakrishnan seeking the removal of the Calicut University Vice-Chancellor pro-Vice-Chancellor and nominated Syndicate members from their posts for allegedly wrongdoings.

Achuthanandan accompanied by LDF constituent party leader C Dravakaran, Koduvally Ramakrishnan, Satish and P C Thomas and a A Antz met the Governor and apprised him of the move of the university in gift land for projects by private trusts, violating guidelines.

Thursday, speaking to media persons, Achuthanandan said they had thrusted the Governor about the move to gift the land.

The Governor assured them that they would not allow any kind of transactions by university in gift land for projects by private trusts, violating guidelines.

And also said that the Government would not allow any kind of transactions by university in gift land for projects by private trusts, violating guidelines.

However, Achuthanandan had sought the intervention of the Governor.
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Meanwhile, the BCI has written to the Governor about the move to gift land.
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